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1 Motivation of data-driven vehicle control

N
owadays, one of the main challenges for the automotive industry is the
development of autonomous vehicles, which involves several problems,

such as motion-planning, decision-making, trajectory planning and control
design. The accurate motion prediction is one of the main aspects of the
e�cient operation of autonomous vehicles. In the literature, various meth-
ods can be found, by which the motion of the other tra�c participants can
be predicted during the decision-making process. Physics-based methods [1]
and machine-learning-based, [2] are widely used for the accurate prediction.
The decision-making algorithm uses the results of the prediction layer, which
aims to guarantee the safe and e�cient operation of the autonomous vehicle
in various tra�c scenarios. Rule, probabilistic or optimization-based methods
are widely used methods [3, 4], although, nowadays reinforcement learning-
based solutions are one of the most commonly used approaches [5]. Based
on the results of the decision-making layer, a trajectory for the vehicle is de-
signed, which must satisfy several speci�cations such as the continuity of the
curvature of the trajectory [6]. One of the widely used methods is the curve
�tting method [7], and also optimization-based and machine learning-based
solutions can be found in the literature [8]. The last step is to ful�ll accurate
trajectory tracking along the dynamically feasible trajectory. In the previous
decades, several approaches have been developed for the controlling problems
of the dynamic systems, such as robust control (H∞) [9], Linear-Quadratic
Regulator (LQR), [10], model predictive approaches (MPC, NMPC) [11] and
polytopic system-based algorithms, such as Linear Parameter-Varying frame-
work (LPV) [12]. With the increase in the computation capacity of CPUs and
GPUs, new �elds have come into a view such as data-driven and machine-
learning-based approaches. Several methods have been developed using the
combination of the classical and machine learning-based approaches [13]. It
can be concluded during the review of the methods for the decision-making
and trajectory planning problems of autonomous vehicles, that several di�er-
ent methods have been investigated. Nevertheless, the design process of an
algorithm, which is capable of decision-making even in changing tra�c situ-
ations, still hides many challenges and not straightforward tasks. Moreover,
the di�culty of the control design arises from the fact that the parameters of
the vehicle can change in a wide range, and also many environmental e�ects
must also be taken into account. The aim of this dissertation is to propose
own decision-making and trajectory planning algorithms for autonomous vehi-
cles, with which both the safety and comfort requirements can be guaranteed.
Moreover, an improved lateral control design methods are introduced, with
which the performances can be increased.
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2 Forming lateral dynamics of the vehicle

In this dissertation the one-track bicycle model is used during the modeling
phase of the lateral vehicle dynamics [14]. The basic idea behind this model
is that the front and rear wheels are replaced by one wheel each placed on the
longitudinal axis of symmetry of the vehicle. The model consists of two main
equations: lateral acceleration and yaw motion.

ψ̈Iz = Cf

(
δ − β − ψ̇lf

vx

)
lf − Cr

(
− β +

ψ̇lr
vx

)
lr, (1a)

(ÿ + vxψ̇)m = Cf

(
δ − β − ψ̇lf

vx

)
+ Cr

(
− β +

ψ̇lr
vx

)
, (1b)

where ψ̇ denotes the yaw-rate and Iz is the yaw-inertia of the vehicle. More-
over, Ci gives the cornering sti�nesses of the tires and β is the side-slip angle,
which can be computed using the longitudinal (vx) and lateral velocity (vy)
as β =

vy
vx
. The distance from the axes to the center of the gravity is given by

lf , lr and the lateral position of the vehicle is given by y. Finally, δ gives the
steering angle. Since the dynamical equations of (1) describe the motion of
the vehicle in a local coordinate system, it must be transformed into a road
related coordinate system:

ẋg = vx cos(ψ)− vy sin(ψ), (2a)

ẏg = vx sin(ψ) + vy cos(ψ), (2b)

where xg, yg are the positions in global coordinate system. Through the for-
mulation of the vehicle model the following further assumptions are taken:
A./ The lateral tire force characteristics are linearized around zero lateral slip

αf , αr values, hence Fy,f = Cfαf , Fy,r = Crαr, where αf = δ − vy+lf ψ̇
vx

and

αr =
−vy+lrψ̇

vx
are the slips on the front and rear axis.

B./ The steering angle has small value, which leads to the approximations
cos δ ≈ 1 and sin δ ≈ δ.
C./ It is assumed that the orientation of the vehicle is close to the orientation
of the road, which leads to: cosψ ≈ 1, sinψ ≈ ψ. Using these, (2) equations
are simpli�ed as

ẋg = vx − vyψ, ẏg = vxψ + vy. (3)

The control-oriented formulation of the lateral vehicle model is based on the
dynamical relationships (1) with the previous simpli�cations, the state space
representation of the system can be formed:

ẋlat,c = Alat,cxlat,c +Blat,cδ, (4a)

ylat,c = Clat,cxlat,c, (4b)

where the state vector is xTlat,c =
[
vy ψ ψ̇

]
.
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3 Theses of the dissertation

3.1 Optimal trajectory planning in overtaking strategies
for autonomous vehicles

Overtaking is one of the most risky maneuvers for drivers due to the high
velocity of the participants and many unexpected events and uncertainties of
the maneuver. The main challenge during the decision-making and trajectory
planning process is to de�ne a maneuver that ful�lls the requirements for
safe driving. However, in most tra�c scenarios several possible, collision-free
routes can be de�ned and the main question is how can the optimal one chosen
at low computational capacity. Another di�culty is the motion prediction of
the tra�c participants, which is necessary for the increase of the performances.
Moreover, the result of the decision-making process is strongly connected with
the performance level of the trajectory planning process. This means, that
the parameters of the feasible trajectory should be considered during the
decision-making process, however, in most cases, the two layers are arranged
hierarchically. This chapter consists of the following two main parts:

• Firstly, a decision-making algorithm is presented, with which trajectory
optimization is performed.

• Secondly, a method is proposed, in which the decision-making layer is
augmented, with some information of the possible feasible trajectories.

Optimal trajectory design The �rst step of the decision-making pro-
cess is to predict the motion of the surrounding vehicles. This process can be
performed by the previously recorded dataset. Density functions are deter-
mined using the dataset, and the goal is to detect the typical behavior pattern
of the drivers in the given tra�c scenario. Based on the density function, the
longitudinal motion of the surrounding vehicles is predicted. Then, the opti-
mal trajectory design is performed, in which the geometrical information of
the vehicle and other limitations are considered. The lateral motion of the
vehicle is formulated based on the kinematic model of the vehicle, such as

dy(t)

dt
= vx sinψ(t),

dψ(t)

dt
=
vx
D

tan δ(t), (5)

where y is the lateral displacement, vx is the longitudinal velocity in the vehicle
coordinate system, ψ is the yaw angle, δ is the front steering angle of the
front wheels and D is the distance between the front and the rear axle. After
transforming the motion equation to space domain by making vx = ds(t)/dt,
the motion equations are discretized. Using the results, feasible trajectories
can be designed, which are built up using clothoid segments. The constrained
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trajectory optimization problem is formed as

min
ui...ui+n−1

1

2
CTφC + βTC + CT γ, (6)

subject to the following constraints are also guaranteed:

A− Y min ≥ −BC, (7a)

Y max −A ≥ BC, (7b)

C ∈ C, (7c)

where B is built by the state matrices and C is built by the ratios of clothoid
sections, C contains the achievable clothoid ratios. The minimum Y min and
maximum Y max values are determined by the edges of the lanes and the sur-
rounding vehicles. The optimization problem can be solved using standard
quadratic programming methods, e.g., [15]. The solution of (6) leads to a
series of clothoid ratios on the prediction horizon Ln.

Combining decision-making layer with trajectory design Previously,
the overtaking strategy is formed in a hierarchical structure. The goal of this
part is to merge the decision-making and the trajectory planning layers, with
which several performances can be incorporated during the decision-making
process. This means, that during the evaluation of the given tra�c situation,
the possible, feasible trajectories are considered and the optimal trajectory,
which guarantees the safety and comfort requirements, can be chosen. As an
initial step, the possible trajectories are arranged into a matrix, in which the
start point of the overtaking maneuver is given by xs, the end point is de�ned
by xf and yi gives the lateral displacement. The matrix can be formed as:

χ =


xs,1, xf,1, y0 xs,1, xf,2, y0 ... xs,1, xf,n, y0

xs,1, xf,1, y1 xs,2, xf,2, y0 ... xs,2, xf,n, y0

...
...

. . .
...

xs,1, xf,1, ym−1 xs,3, xf,2, ym−2 ... xs,m, xf,n, y0

 , (8)

where y0 gives the center of the lane. In this case, when the vehicle does
not necessarily need to start an overtaking maneuver, ym−1 is chosen. Using
these information, clothoid segment-based trajectory design is performed for
each element of the matrix. The feasible trajectories are compared to each
other using potential �elds, which are related to each performances. The
selection of the trajectory is based on an optimization problem, whose cost
function contains the weighted sum of the potential �eld functions. Using the
potential �eld-based approach several e�ects are considered such as the center
of the lane (Plane), the longitudinal velocity (Pv), the acceleration (Pa) and
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the other participants (Pk,j). The cost function of the optimization is formed
as

P (xs, xf , y, along) = q1Pa(j(xs, xf , y))+

+ q2

N∑
k=1

Pk,j(xs, xf , y, along) + q3Plane(y) + q4Pv(along), (9)

where q1, q2, q3 and q4 are design parameters to guarantee the priorities be-
tween the performances. The optimization problem based on (9) is formed
as:

min
xs,xf ,y,along

P (xs, xf , y, along), subject to (xs, xf , y) ∈ χ, (10)

The results of the optimization is a triad of the start and end point of the
trajectory and also the lateral deviation.

Thesis 1 I have developed two decision-making algorithms for overtaking
strategy of autonomous vehicles. In the �rst method the motions of the sur-
rounding vehicles using probability density functions are predicted. The pro-
posed overtaking strategy includes decision-making and trajectory generation
methods. The trajectory generation method is formed as a constrained opti-
mization task, considering the results of the decision-making method. In the
second method, the decision-making and trajectory generation methods in one
layer are merged. As a result of the merging increased a number of perfor-
mance criteria during the method can be guaranteed, e.g., the level of traveling
comfort can be increased. The decision-making methods are implemented in
high-�delity vehicle dynamics simulation software in order to show the e�ec-
tiveness of the proposed method.

Related publications: [NGH18, NHG19, HNG19, HNG21a, HNG21b] For
more details see Chapter 2. of the dissertation.

3.2 Multi-objective trajectory planning with performance
guarantees

During the decision-making process of autonomous vehicles, several e�ects
must be taken into account such as the width of the given road segment and
the surrounding tra�c participants. Many di�culties have to be overcome
during the creation of these decision-making methods, such as the adaptation
to di�erent situations or e�cient operation. Moreover, the motion prediction
of the surrounding vehicles can increase the e�ectiveness of the algorithms.
Due to the possible complex tra�c scenarios, several cases may result in
a complex optimization problem, which can be time-consuming. In order
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to reduce the computing capacity of the algorithm, machine-learning-based
solutions can be used. However, the drawback of these solutions is that the
safety requirements are hard to ensure since no theoretical guarantees can
be given for several machine-learning-based solutions. In order to solve this
problem, the results of the neural network, and a robust control framework
can be combined, with which performances can be guaranteed. This chapter
consists of the following two main parts:

• Firstly, an advanced graph-based route selection algorithm is presented
for the decision-making process for autonomous vehicles.

• Secondly, using the results of the graph-based solution, a neural network-
based solution is proposed. Moreover, an LPV-based control design is
presented, which guarantees the minimum performance level of the sys-
tem.

Graph-based decision-making algorithm The �rst step of the graph-
based route selection algorithm is to predict the motion of the surrounding
vehicles. Then, the whole prediction horizon is divided equidistantly both
in longitudinal and lateral direction. Using this, a weighted, directed graph
G = (V ; Ē) is built on the predicted road section, whose vertices (V ) represent
the possible route points and velocity pro�le of the vehicle. The probability
of collision (Pc) is computed to discrete segments as for a given time interval
t ∈ [ti, tj ]:

Pc(ti, tj) =

N∑
l=1

P (λ, si(ti), sj(tj), ymin, ymax)

N
, (11)

where N is the number of human-driven vehicles in the region of interest and
P gives the probability function. The weight of the edge between vertices
Vi, Vj ∈ E(Vi, Vj), j > i is formed as follows

S(i, j) = Pc(ti, tj) + Sc(i, j) + Sv(i, j), (12)

where Sc is a weight that represents the di�erence from the center of the lane,
while Sv weights the di�erence from the reference velocity. The goal during
the route selection is to �nd the route which guarantees the minimum sum
of weights on the graph, which can be solved using a greedy algorithm. The
algorithm yields the shortest path with the minimum distance between the
initial and the target vertices, where the distance D is de�ned as

D =

M−1∑
d=1

S(d, d+ 1), (13)
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whereM is the number of vertices in the route. The result of the graph search
algorithm is the trajectory of the vehicle, regarding the route and the velocity
on the predicted horizon.

Guaranteeing performances for overtaking scenarios Using the re-
sults of the graph-based decision-making algorithm, a machine-learning-based
solution is performed, which provides the learning-based trajectory for the ve-
hicle. The safe trajectory (yi,s, vx,i,s) comes from a predictive optimization
strategy. In this approach, the �nal goal is to combine the results of the al-
gorithms, and the maximum deviation between the two trajectories is given.
Using these, the reference values can be computed as:

yref = yi+1,s + ∆∗l,1, if ∆∗l,1 ∈ Λl,1, (14a)

vref = vx,i+1,s + ∆∗l,2, if ∆∗l,2 ∈ Λl,2, (14b)

where ∆∗l,1,∆
∗
l,2 are scalar design parameters and Λl,1,Λl,2 are domains. The

goal of the LPV control is to perform the overtaking maneuver without a
collision. This means that it is necessary to decide about the acceptability of
the machine-learning-based reference signal and the reference signal must be
tracked with a limited error, with which a prede�ned safe distance s from the
objects is guaranteed. The robust controller is able to handle the deviation
between the learning-based solution and the safe trajectory as a disturbance
of the system. The state-space representation of the system can be written
as:

ẋ = A(ρ)x+B1w +B2u, (15a)

z = C1x+D11w +D12u, (15b)

ym = C2x+D21w (15c)

where A(ρ), B1, B2 and C1, C2, D11, D12, D21 are matrices, the disturbance
is w = [Fdist, yi+1,s, vx,i+1,s, ∆l,1, ∆l,2]T and the control input vector is
u = [δ, Flong]

T . ρ = vx is selected as a scheduling variable of the LPV system.

Thesis 2 I have developed a graph-based decision-making algorithm, by which
the several e�ects (e.g., position of the center-line, di�erent sizes of the tra�c
participants) can be taken into account e�ectively during the evaluation of the
given tra�c scenario. In the �rst step the method predicts the motions of the
surrounding vehicles, and second, it generates a graph on the given prediction
horizon, for the evaluation of the scenario. Finally, a machine-learning-based
decision-making method is developed to reduce the complexity of the graph-
based solution. In this method, a design architecture is proposed, by which
the minimum performance level of the machine-learning-based solution can be
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guaranteed through the combination of robust control design and a learning-
based agent. The e�ectiveness of the method in high-�delity vehicle dynamics
simulation software is illustrated.
Related publications: [HNG20b, HNG20c, NHG20, HNG20a] For more details
see Chapter 3. of the dissertation.

3.3 Modeling and synthesis methods via closed-loop match-
ing

Most of the modern control approaches are based on a physical model,
which describes the motion, and dynamical behavior of the considered sys-
tem. In general, these models are only an approximation of the system with
some severe limitations, especially in the case of highly nonlinear systems.
The models have a high impact on the performances of the control system.
It means that to reach a high-performance level, an accurate model is re-
quired, which is a challenging task to acquire. In order to simplify the mod-
eling method, a neural-network-based model matching algorithm is proposed.
Moreover, using the resulted system, the linear control design tools can be
used e�ectively since the nonlinearities are handled during the modeling pro-
cess. This chapter consists of the following two main parts:

• Firstly, a neural network-based model matching algorithm is proposed.

• Secondly, the resulted neural network is evaluated and the reliability of
the closed-loop system is computed.

• Finally, the closed-loop is analyzed and the uncertainties are determined,
by which a robust control algorithm can be designed.

Neural network-based model-matching The goal is to compute an
additional input signal ∆u, by which the output signals (ynom, ymat) become
identical for the given input signal u. The structure of the closed-loop match-
ing is illustrated in Figure 1.

+

Figure 1: Structure of the closed- loop matching
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The determination of the additional control input is not a straightforward
task since the nonlinear system is not accurately known. In order to solve this
issue, an iterative algorithm is proposed, in which the prior knowledge of the
system is used. The iterative method is not suitable for the online application,
therefore, the additional control input sequence is used as a training set of
the neural network.

Reliability computation Using the neural-network-based closed-loop
matching algorithm the performances of the control algorithm can be in-
creased. Nevertheless, it is necessary to neglect the inappropriate neural
network results, which may destabilize the closed-loop. This comes from two
main reasons: unstable regions of the nonlinear system and high �tting er-
rors. Using the resulted neural network, the given closed-loop system can be
evaluated in a manner of stability and performances. And the whole dataset
is sorted to two sets such as 'acceptable' and 'not acceptable' sets. During the
reliability analysis for the actual state of the nonlinear system, the probability
of the acceptable results is determined using the Bayesian rule [16] based on
the sorted dataset:

P (R|X ) = P (R)
P (X|R)

P (X )
, (16)

where P (R|X ) gives the probability of the acceptable results, if the states are
X ∈ [xact−xl, xact+xu]. The goodness of the neural network can be given by
P (R) term, which gives the rate of the acceptable data in the saved dataset.
Finally, P (X ) speci�es a probability value that expresses how often the system
is within the given operating range. The computation of the probabilities in
a real-time application cannot be achieved due to the high amount of data.
In order to meet this criterion, based on the results of (16), a piecewise linear
function is determined:

fP (x) =

{
P (Xi|Ri)
P (Xi) , x ∈ Xi

0, otherwise,
(17)

where, Xi gives the ith subset of the dataset.

Modeling the uncertainty of the system In this example, the whole
model matching process is carried out in terms of the yaw-rate of the vehicle.
In order to quantify ψ̇n − ψ̇, several simulations have been performed using
the nonlinear vehicle model, which is implemented in CarMaker. During the
simulations, the linearized system is excited with di�erent steering angles and
the vehicle runs at di�erent longitudinal velocities. Using the results of the
simulations, each points of the transfer functions from the measured yaw-rate
(ψ̇) to the yaw-rate error (∆ψ̇ = ψ̇n− ψ̇) are calculated. The resulted transfer
functions from the numerical computations are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Transfer functions of the neural network �tting error

As it can be seen, the amplitude of the yaw-rate error (∆ψ̇) decreases
along with the velocity and with the amplitude of the steering angle as well.
The error of the neural network is handled as an uncertainty in the control
design, which is described by the presented transfer functions.

Thesis 3 I have developed a novel neural-network-based closed-loop match-
ing method, whose goal is to eliminate the e�ects of nonlinearities and un-
certainties. In the control structure, the neural network in an inner loop can
be found. Using the measurable signals of the nonlinear system, the neural
network computes an additional control input, with which the operation of the
inner loop is matched to the operation of the nominal, linear model. Further-
more, a robust H∞-based reference tracking control is designed, which handles
the error of the neural network matching and guarantees accurate tracking
performance. Finally, the e�ectiveness of the proposed method through a tra-
jectory tracking problem of autonomous vehicles is illustrated.

Related publications: [HFNG21, FHNG21b, HNG21a] For more details
see Chapter 4. of the dissertation.

3.4 Control design using error-based ultra-local model

Besides the neural network-based closed-loop matching there can be found
other approaches in the literature, which can improve the performances of a
controller such as the Model Free Control (MFC). The basic idea behind this
control structure is to compute an ultra-local model of the system, which is
valid for a short period of time. By using this ultra-local model, the complex
modeling process of the system can be neglected. Therefore, this method is
suitable for systems with highly nonlinear dynamics and uncertainties. How-
ever, the implementation of this control algorithm is a challenging task due
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to the estimation errors and the time-delays. Another problem of the MFC
algorithm is the tuning of the baseline controller, which still requires a model.
The MFC structure has a free parameter, which is generally denoted by α.
This parameter has a signi�cant impact on the performances of the closed-
loop system. An appropriately chosen improves the performances, however,
it can also destabilize the controlled motion of the system. Since there is no
elaborate method to select this parameter, the tuning of it is still an open
question.

• Firstly, the modi�ed MFC structure is proposed.

• Secondly, a tuning method is shown for the design parameter α.

• Finally, an extension of the state-space representation is presented,
which serves the basis of a LPV control design.

Modi�ed structureUsing the original structure of the control algorithm, the
ultra-local model is computed for the nominal system, and for the controlled
system as well. Moreover, the goal is to reach the state that the error between
the prede�ned reference signal and the measured output becomes zero. The
computation of the modi�ed error-based ultra-local model is the following:

y(ν) = F + αu, (18a)

y
(ν)
ref = Fnom + αunom,ref , (18b)

y(ν) − y(ν)
ref︸ ︷︷ ︸

e(ν)

= F − Fnom︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆

+αu− αunom,ref︸ ︷︷ ︸
αũ

, (18c)

where F is a parameter of the real system, while Fnom is a parameter of the
nominal model. The error-based ultra-local model is computed using the de-
viation between the real system and the nominal model. Moreover, u denotes
the input signal of the system. The measured output of the system is given
by y and α is a design parameter. yref is the reference signal, unom,ref is
the calculated reference input signal, which is computed by using the nominal
model. Moreover, ν denotes the νth derivative of the measured output y.

Tuning method for α Although the use of the nominal model makes the
design process simpler, similar to the original structure tuning for the param-
eter α still remains challenging. If α→∞ the e�ect of the ultra-local model-
based part decreases. However, when α→ 0, the controller input comes from
mainly the ultra-local model. The goal is to develop a method, with which
this parameter can be adjusted to the given driving situations. Practically, α
should be determined using the states of the system, which should be directly
measurable. The lateral acceleration of the vehicle is well correlated to the
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deviation of the nominal and the real system. Therefore, α is calculated using
the following form:

αact = α0 − φay, (19)

The selection of the parameters (α0,φ), by which the smallest error can be
reached, is not a straightforward task. In order to solve this issue, several
simulations are performed, and using data-driven analysis the optimal values
are chosen. The vehicle is driven along randomly generated overtaking tra-
jectories. Using the saved dataset, the following optimization can be formed:

arg min
α0,φ

(
β

n

n∑
j=1

(yref,j,i − yms,j,i)2 + max(yref,i − yms,i)
)
, (20)

where i denotes the ith test scenario. The reference trajectory is given by yref
and the measured position is yms. During the determination of α the average
error value and the maximum error value for the given test scenario are con-
sidered. The main role of β is to scale the two factors during the optimization
process.

Extension of state-space The goal of the extension of the state-space
representation is to include the e�ect of the error-based ultra-local model in
the LPV control design. The components of the error-based ultra-local model
are handled in the following way: ÿref = ÿp,ref , and unom,ref = δref are
considered to be external, measurable disturbances of the controlled system.
The inclusion of the signals ÿe and u are more challenging, because yp,ref is
the predicted error and the second derivative of that signal is taken into ac-
count, which is solved using a �ltered derivative term is applied. The transfer
function can be transformed into a one dimensional state-space representa-
tion, whose matrices are: Af,1 = [−1

T1
], Bf,1 = [ 1

T1
], Cf,2 = [1]. The �ltering

term of the signal ÿ is of the form, which means: Af,2 = [−1
T2

], Bf,2 = [ 1
T2

],
Cf,2 = [1]. Note that the robust controller uses only the input signal δ, the
other intervention is handled by the error-based ultra-local model, by using
the mentioned signals: [ÿp, ÿp,ref , u, unom,ref ].

ẋe = Ae(ρ)xe +Be(ρ)ue +Be,w(ρ)we, (21a)

Ae(ρ) =

 Av Bv −Bv/α
01×3 Af,1 −Bf,1/α

Bf,2A
1×3
v 01×1 Af,2

 , (21b)

Be(ρ) =

Bv,1Bf,1
01×1

 , Be,w(ρ) =

 Bv/α −Bv
Bf,1/α −Bf,1
01×1 01×1

 , (21c)
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where ue = [δ], xTe = [ψ̇, ẏp, yp, u, ÿp], w
T
e = [ÿp,ref , unom,ref ] and A2×3

v =
eTAv, e

T = [0, 1, 0]. Bv = [ l1C1

Iz
, C1

m , 0]T , ρ = [vx, α]. The extended state-
space representation serves as the basis of the robust control design, which is
detailed in the following section.

Thesis 4 I have developed a new ultra-local model-based formulation, which
is extended with a nominal model, and thus, an error-based ultra-local model
is formed. A tuning method has been proposed for setting design parameters,
by which the performances of the control system is increased. An extended
state-space representation of the error-based ultra-local model is formulated,
which serves as the basis for Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) control design.
The control algorithm has been validated on a test vehicle through various
maneuvers.

Related publications: [HFNG22, HFS+22c, FHS+22, HFS+22b]. For more
details see Chapter 5. of the dissertation.

3.5 Guaranteed design of observers for autonomous ve-
hicle control systems

In several cases, some of the states, which is required for the control al-
gorithm, are cannot be measured directly or the sensors are not a�ordable.
In order to solve this problem, generally, estimator and observer algorithms
are used. However, the model-based observers can provide minimum perfor-
mance level, the machine learning-based techniques provide possibility for the
improvement of the performance level. The goal is to bridge the gap between
the model-based and the learning-based observer design methods in order to
exploit the advantages of both techniques. The advantage of the method is
that it is independent of the internal structure of the learning-based observer,
and thus, it can be used to provide guarantees for various learning-based
solutions. This chapter can be divided into the following two main parts:

• In the �rst solution a design framework is proposed, in which the learning-
based observer is merged with a H∞-based robust observer.

• The second solution is based on an LPV-based observer design.

Robust H∞-based observer design In the proposed methods the machine-
learning-based solution is selected to a neural network, which is trained using
the actual, measurable states of the system and the output is the hard-to-
measure state. The goal of the observer is to minimize the di�erence between
the states of the system and the estimated states, such as

lim
t→∞

(x(t)− x̂(t))2 → min. (22)
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Thus, it is requested to �nd an observer matrix L which is able to minimize
the objective (22). The structure of the observer, which contains L and the
model of the systems is formed as

˙̂x = A(x̂+ ∆) +B2u+ L(ym − C2x̂), (23)

where ∆ vector is the improvement based on the learning-based estimation x̂L.
The values in ∆ is formed as follows. The values in ∆ = [∆1 . . .∆i . . .∆n]T

are bounded by prede�ned values ∆min,i,∆max,i, such as ∆i = max
(

min(x̂i−
x̂L,i; ∆max,i); ∆min,i

)
,∀i ∈ n, and index i for x̂L,i, x̂i represents the elements

of the state vector. It means that ∆ can be interpreted as a state correction
from x̂L, which is bounded to avoid the degradation of x̂ is x̂L is degraded.
The main idea behind the observer design is that the vector of ∆ and u can
be handled as known disturbances.

LPV-based observer design In the previous method, the maximum
deviation of the learning-based observer is integrated to the model-based ob-
server design. In this solution an LPV-based solution is presented for the
estimation problem, which is independent from the learning-based part. More-
over, a state update process is shown, by which it can be decided whether the
output of the learning-based estimator is acceptable or not. The structure of
a the whole algorithm is brie�y shown in Figure 3. The state estimate at t−n

Controlled
system

Agent-based
observer

LPV-based
observer

LPV-based
observer

Convergence
check

Control
system

Figure 3: Structure of the observer

timestamp is denoted by the x̂m(t−n), and x̂a(t−n) is the updated state esti-
mate using the outcome of the agent-based observer. Furthermore, ya denotes
the measured state variable and ym is a measurement vector, which contains
those measurable variables, which are required by the agent-based observer.
Using the estimates x̂a(t−n) and x̂m(t−n) as initial condition the estimates
ŷa and ŷm of the measurable output are computed for the time horizon n
by the LPV-based observer. Whilst ym is the measured output of the given
system. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the agent-based observer at t−n,
the convergence of ŷa and ŷm are checked in the following way:

ea = ym − ŷa, em = ym − ŷm, (24)
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where ea and em are the error vectors of the measured output ya and the
estimated ones ŷa and ŷm.

The state update is based on these error functions using a weighting func-
tion such as W = [ω1, ..., ωn], which represents the importance of the errors
during the time horizon. In this solution, the state-vector, using the output of
the agent, is updated if it results in reduced estimation error on n compared
to the estimation error on n without the agent. Formally, the state vector can
be updated when the following condition is satis�ed:

if |eTa |W < |eTm|W,
then x̂(t) = x̂a(t).

The choice of the weighting functionW can be a crucial point of the algorithm,
because it must guarantee the convergence of the estimation. In practice, it
is recommended to use ascending weights (ω1 ≤ ω2 ≤ ... ≤ ωn), which results
in a more strict constraint on the convergence.

Thesis 5 I have developed two novel observer design frameworks on state
estimation problems of dynamical systems. In the �rst method, the neural-
network-based observer is combined with a robust H∞-based observer, which
guarantees a minimum performance level on the estimation error. The com-
bined observer design method is extended with a model-based controller, which
leads to a joint robust H∞ controller-observer design. Moreover, in the sec-
ond solution, an observer design method is proposed, whose novelty is that the
learning-based observer and an LPV-based observer in a joint observer design
structure are incorporated. Through vehicle-oriented examples, the e�ective-
ness of the proposed solutions is illustrated.

Related publications: [NHG21, FHNG21a, HN20, HFS+22a]. For more
details see Chapter 6. of the dissertation.
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4 Further challenges

Using the proposed methods and algorithms, several possible future re-
search directions can be suggested:

• The decision-making algorithms are hard to validate in a real test vehi-
cle since they cannot be driven autonomously in everyday tra�c. Using
the RC cars of SZTAKI, the goal is to validate and compare the per-
formances of the methods presented in Thesis 1 and 2. The advantage
of this system is that not only physical vehicles can be taken into ac-
count in a given tra�c situation but also virtual vehicles, with which
several tra�c situations can be e�ectively investigated. Moreover, an
interesting research topic could be the investigation how the methods
a�ect human-driven vehicles.

• The graph-based decision making algorithms can be used for another
vehicle-oriented control problems, such as the cooperative motion plan-
ning of ground and aerial vehicles. The Autonomous Systems National
Laboratory, in SZTAKI has testing platform and environment, which
can be a basis of this future research.

• Regarding the contributions of Thesis 3, the future challenge of the re-
search is to take into account the impact of external disturbances and
uncertainties (e.g., variation of the mass) of the closed-loop matching
process, with which the robustness of the proposed method can be im-
proved. Moreover, the training process of the neural network can also be
improved by using another learning methods such as transfer learning.

• An important aspect can be the validation process of the lateral control
algorithms using a real test vehicle. Although the ultra-local model-
based controller has been tested on a test vehicle, the other control
and observer methods have been validated using only the simulation
software, CarMaker. During future research, the focus will be placed on
the validation and implementation-related challenges.
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